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New York Situations bestselling author and stand-up comedian Michael Ian
Dark (author of A Kid’it’memorable and funny”s not getting any younger,
he reexamines his life as a middle-aged guy— The alt-comedy undertake
growing older, Navel Gazing is normally a funny-because-it’s family
history, religion, ageing, or his parents, Michael Ian Black always has
something to say in the dry out, irreverent voice which has captured a
group of fans of millions. Whenever a medical analysis forces him to
realize he’ (Kirkus Reviews) memoir about confronting his genetic legacy
as he hits his forties.of course, in the deadpan wit and self-
deprecating vignettes that have become trademarks of his humor.Whether
it’s-true memoir about searching when you’re forty and realizing that
life is about more than receding hairlines and proving one’s manliness
on Twitter—s Initial Book of Trump) provides a “s about laughing at
yourself.
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A triumph! If you love to laugh, you should get this reserve!
Conversations with family, venturing out on works, being sarcastic
despite having a person on the street.! Despite his initiatives to
create us think normally, Michael Ian Black proves himself, once more,
to be a GOOD person. It's like our thoughts are one. It was funny and
touching in all the right locations. I came across myself laughing out
loud on almost every page! Michael Ian Black did it again! It's
surprisingly existential sometimes, rich, full, and simply snarky enough
in order to avoid being saccharine. I browse the whole book in mere a
few days! Actually couldn't put it down. Michael Ian Dark has been among
my beloved comedians for years; Each chapter is certainly indictive of
how effortlessly he may take a mundane or depressing circumstance
(dysfunctional family, spiritual personal bankruptcy, malignancy) and
spin it right into a very funny and relatable offbeat tale. The only
problem with his collection of books will there be are not more than
enough of them. In addition, he has been around many great Television
shows including The State, Stella and all those amazingly funny 'I like
the... Fast, funny read!Strongly suggested and truly appreciated.Michael
Ian Black's intoxicating yet extremely neurotic character shines through
the pages. You'll want to hug him, your family, and maybe also yourself.
He has masterfully transitioned his finely honed comedy skills right
into a writer's tone of voice anyone can examine and relate to. I simply
finished it I can honestly say this is one of the best books. As
somebody with many, many regrets throughout my very own life I really
linked to his self-reflection during this section of the reserve (and
every other section as well). Additionally it is well written, with
design and grace, lucidity, coherence, and a smooth and clever delivery.
Michael Ian Dark is one of the best authors. Hopefully it will go down
among the all-time classics of humor literature. For now it will be
regarded as another triumph for Michael Ian Black, right now
undisputedly one of the biggest comedic thoughts of our generation.5
stars.' displays on VH1 (my personal favorite was I love 1983 Strikes
Back).Overall, this is a superb book comedy fans of most ages will read
and enjoy.You may know Michael Ian Black from movies such as for example
Wet Hot American Summer, The Baxter, They Came Together, and Wanderlust.
Did I point out funny? He says factors that many folks think, but might
not jot down in a novel, but that's what made it so refreshing. today
he's one of the best authors. It made me laugh, cry, and appreciate the
little things much more. You feel as though he's whispering in your ear
as you read. I love Michael Ian Dark. But with it comes enlightment,
wisdom, and humorous self examination. Black delivers everything.And
funny. Furthermore Michael Ian Dark has recently proven he may write.
But in Navel Gazing he proves he can write about his mother's persistent
health problems, and convert them into an interesting, relatable and
humorous book. but he wrote it much better than that so choose the book
to read it yourself. Its perfectly written, and its own funny, but its



not really a repeatedly laugh aloud funny type of book that you may
first expect from a comic. His composing is often candid, perceptive and
humorously self-deprecating. 5 celebrities out of 5! Furthermore,
despite having all his not-having-life-figured-out, he appears to know
quite a bit. An excellent, sharp, endearing, and hilarious read! Reading
Navel Gazing was like finding an up-and-coming band upon a college radio
station that you want to perform around and tell everyone about and
pressure them to listen. Not really in a hispter method, really, but
more in a "This guy gets it" way that made me return back through aged
yearbooks and double-check that we hadn't gone to school together back
in Jersey.Michael Ian Black packs a whole lot into this book -- health,
aging, associations, genetics, ancestry, mortality. His often-occasions
silly and every-time witty reflections on existence are addictive. to be
a Great person. "Navel Gazing" is really as razor-sharp, funny, and
philosophical as his earlier memoir "YOU ARE NOT Doing it Best," and I
was simply as delighted with the brutally honest content. Keep carrying
out what you're doing, writing about life. It's okay to think what
you're thinking What's best concerning this book may be the
comprehensive degree of honesty with which Dark describes, mostly
humorously, the internal workings of his mind. On an individual level I
have already been a fan of his since I first fell deeply in love with
his dried out and acerbic commentary on chicken nuggets.. A Quick Read
Someone aptly titled their review "Decent but not seeing that funny or
profound while I actually was hoping" and I'd whole-heartedly trust that
assessment. I've read most of MIB's previous books. Four Stars Another
great memoire by Michael. However, this reserve was heayy on the Dry out
part of the dry humor that is to be expected of MIB. The reserve
examines his relationship along with his maturing, ill mother, and his
very own health and body image issues. Five Stars Therefore funny that I
bought two more of his books! As a disclosure, I am a 28 y/o female,
which means this publication by a 40-something y/o male most likely
didn't "speak" if you ask me since it did to others. I loved this
publication and laughed aloud I loved this book and laughed aloud. I'm
off to discover his standup schedule in Portland soon, and this book
just made me more wildly thrilled to observe what he brings to a
efficiency. His writing is indeed relatable, but it also makes me squirm
with just how much truth there is. His humor - particularly when pointed
at himself which is mostly - reminds me that folks are complex and many
people are immersed in their very own struggles to end up being
themselves. Words about family members and god and running and so a lot
more. (Thanks for that small joy.) I also appreciate his honesty about
his feet, his ears, his aunts and uncles and his bleeding nipples. My
favorite line was about how exactly cortisol is slowly killing him,
bringing his wife closer to being a merry widow.. In Navel Gazing,
Michael displays on his mortality, the meaning of life, ageing, the
pronunciation of his dog's unusual name, and the belief that it's only



vanity when other people freak out about losing their hair. It made me
laugh which produced my teenage child roll his eye at me, but at least I
acquired his attention for the very first time in 2 days. Thanks once
again Michael. Plus they don't hate me for this! Especially the niggling
small self-doubts, fears, guilt trips, and day time in and day out
worries. I came across that chapter VERY funny and therapeutic in a way.
Great love of life but not really overdone, so the truth of a
predicament is always clear. Men do tend to have less complex, more
linear thinking compared to the quantum mind trips that females
evidently suffer or appreciate, but according to Black we men can also
also experience opposing thought-demons. The name thus refers to navel-
gazing in both the physical sense -- wherein Black laments various areas
of his mother's (compromised) body aswell that of as his own (which is
mostly healthful) -- but also in the philosophical feeling, the
contortions of the mind that typically torment us. Initially I believed,
Oh, here's someone who's simply sense sorry for himself and whining,
however the more I browse the more I recognized my own thought
processes, which I had repressed due to the cultural expectation to keep
up a stiff top lip, be considered a "man" and all that. Very Funny and
Honest I love all of his books, extremely funny and sincere, I can
relate going thru most of the same things myself. I recommend reading
the reserve first, then getting the audible edition and listening,
Michael reads his books and you will obtain another appreciation for the
publication and listen to it over and over. Five Stars Funny with a lot
of heart. Aging sucks. Amazing, touching, funny, smart Let me start by
saying that I'm a 33 year old man. I read this book and enjoyed every
chapter, every tale, every joke. Michael is a great writer, telling it
for you like it is. Sometimes I sensed he expressed things better than
what I am feeling about life. It makes me pleased to not be that person
dealing with their s***, whoa, that'd be bad! Boy did I really like this
book! Black results in as a personal deprecating, broody, complex man
with a generous and childlike heart - a confusing but endearing
mixture.! I am so thankful I browse this book. It's definitely one that
I'll always cherish. In case you are sarcastic, but like interesting
stories about life, this reserve couldn't become more perfect. My just
wish? I want he had left some kind of contact information therefore i
could email him personally to thank him. To simply tell him how much I
right now appreciate my parents and wife and child sleeping next to me.
Thank you Michael. I actually was chasing people down to go through them
quotations from the book. Obviously I love all of your other work
(sounds a little creepy all of this loving, eh? Because this is an
instant read (I read this in approximately 3 days), I haven't any major
problems- it simply wasn't as profound, funny, or thought-provoking as I
believed it would be. I could honestly say this is one of my favorite
books.My personal favorite tale covered in the book revolved around a
punk band Michael Ian Black were only available in high school. I simply



finished it, and I've appreciated various other books by Michael Ian
Black (especially the kid ones - my kiddos LOVE "Bored" and "Naked"). I
thought this book was leaps and bounds above his others, and I am
racking your brains on why. For him it's a valid crisis. What I loved so
much about it was the transparency and honesty. There really weren't
subjects that he was scared to touch, and he's so honest about himself.
Black is painfully aware of his own shortcomings, and the chapter about
his foot experienced me laughing and feeling a sense of comfort that my
own calloused toes weren't as wretched compared. It had depth as well.
Sure, it had been funny and introspective and self aware, nonetheless it
touched on the higher meaning of family and death and love. I
appreciated this book so much, especially at my current stage of life -
married, two young kids, stay at home mother, because he discussed
issues I think about frequently, but with levity, intelligence, and
heart. Must disclose that I've read MIB's other books, I've noticed him
perform standup twice, and I pay attention to 3 of his podcasts, so I'm
a fan. This one is even more in the vein of "YOU ARE NOT Doing it
Right," that i enjoyed. He seethes so genuinely. Keep them coming
Michael!
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